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Hello to you all on this Saturday, 
 
I hope you are well. 
 
Seeing more and more curves these last months, first and foremost the worrying 
ones of the pandemic continuing and the recession beginning, I started thinking 
and, on this grey weekend here where I write, I thought I would share that with you: 
 
The three first steps of a crisis are always the same. For us at STRATEGEUM, 
advising the client when he goes through them allows us not only to help him 
navigate as best as he can in real time, but also to measure and analyze them in 
order to learn in advance of the fourth step. 
 
 
The three first: 
 
1) THE SPARK. There is a trigger. We do not know exactly what it is. And we do 
not see right away what impact it is going to have. But something is moving, is 
cooking. At this step we have to dig a level under the "official numbers", in the raw 
"4 C" data (cash, clients, competition, context), to understand the signals as soon 
as possible. Preferably in real time, but minimally a posteriori. Here internal and 
market information will be our two main sources. 
 
2) THE CONFLAGRATION. It explodes. Here, contrary to Step 1, we can feel it 
everywhere and it affects everybody, even where there is no reason to. At this step 
it is the movement, the impact we need to measure. Where does it hurt for real 
(ex: Are we loosing clients?) vs. where is it only making noise (ex: We are harassed 
by journalists.) ? Fire or smoke? Here it is taking measures proactively (through 
polls, focus groups, etc.) that will be useful. 
 
3) INCANDESCENCE. Inevitably the crisis will reach a certain ceiling, hopefully 
quicker thanks to a good management, but one way or another because of external 
factors (there are no new facts, media attention is migrating elsewhere, 
problematic employees have been dealt with, emergency funds were obtained, 
etc.). Here it is the future risk we need to measure, to know if the lull is just passing 
or permanent. To do so an internal investigation on what happened as well as a 
constant watch on the environment are required. This moment of "rest" also allows 
us to put in place mechanisms, indicators and a plan for future crises, linked or 
not. 
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Then comes the fourth step, which is strongly dependent on the management and 
the measurement of the three first : 
 
 

 
 
A - GREEN - Measuring and learning during the three first steps allows us to 
implement preventive solutions and maximize crisis predictability, which reduces 
the risk of reproducing such a situation in addition to calming people by showing 
we are still firmly at the helm despite the storm that just happened (which in turn 
contributes to closing the parenthesis even more quickly). In addition to forecasting 
indicators, there is proactivity to address the weaknesses identified. 
 
 

 
 
B - YELLOW - Despite having measured and learned during the crisis, the 
organization is slow to correct the situation and/or does not adapt moving forward. 
Therefore either the problem drags on (while the people do not understand why it 
is sticking) or there is a risk fire will catch elsewhere. 
 
 
 

 
 
C - RED - The consequence of a lack of steering and measurement during the 
crisis is that we do not know how to definitively end it and/or that the risk stays 
ardent and could multiply on all fronts since the organization is defenseless. The 
lack of information also induces mistakenly that the lull is a well-deserved rest that 
fell from the sky. But it is only a postponement... 
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So here is the thought I had, where field realities, more macro concepts and a 
common visual element converge. "Flattening the curve" is now a common and 
pertinent term we can refer to in order to understand health (number of people 
infected, number of deaths, propagation speed), the economy (inflation, 
unemployment rate, demands for public financial support) or the evolution of a 
crisis. 
 
 
If you are fans of curves and other statistics and graphics, I leave you with these 
two relevant publications: 
 
France Chretien-Desmarais and the World Bank on economic impacts of COVID-19 
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/france-cd_global-economic-prospects-activity-
6676171054588710912-nnI- 
 
Jean Boivin of BlackRock on the relation between mobility, investment and COVID-19 
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/jean-boivin-662a793_midyear-investment-
outlook-activity-6686217164363444225-3Q1R 
 
 
Have a great weekend, 
 
 
Simon Lafrance 
CEO and Senior Partner 
-------------------- 
simon@strategeum.com 
+1 418 812 3482 
-------------------- 
www.strategeum.com/en 
 


